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Abstract
Reductions of the self-consistent mean field theory model of amphiphilic molecule in solvent
leads to a singular family of Functionalized Cahn-Hilliard (FCH) energies. We modify the energy,
removing singularities to stabilize the computation of the gradient flows and develop a series of
benchmark problems that emulate the “morphological complexity” observed in experiments. These
benchmarks investigate the delicate balance between the rate of arrival of amphiphilic materials
onto an interface and least energy mechanism to accommodate the arriving mass. The result is a
trichotomy of responses in which two-dimensional interfaces grow by a regularized motion against
curvature, pearling bifurcations, or curve-splitting directly into networks of interfaces. We evaluate
second order predictor-corrector time stepping schemes for spectral spatial discretization. The
schemes are based on backward differentiation that are either Fully Implicit, with Preconditioned
Steepest Descent (PSD) solves for the nonlinear system, or linearly implicit with standard Implicit-
Explicit (IMEX) or Scalar Auxiliary Variable (SAV) approaches to the nonlinearities. All schemes
use fixed local truncation error to generate adaptive time-stepping. Each scheme requires proper
preconditioning to achieve robust performance that can enhance efficiency by several orders of
magnitude. The nonlinear PSD scheme achieves the smallest global discretization error at fixed
local truncation error, however the IMEX scheme is the most computationally efficient as measured
by the number of Fast Fourier Transform calls required to achieve a desired global error. The
performance of the SAV scheme performance mirrors IMEX, at roughly half the computational
efficiency.
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1 Introduction
We present a series of physically motivated computational benchmark problems addressing the evo-
lution of a gradient flow that develops rich morphological structures with slightly different energies
whose faithful resolution requires significant computational accuracy. There has been considerable
recent attention to the development of energy stable computational schemes for gradient descent
flows [32, 33, 26, 27, 13, 14, 20, 34]. Gradient flows are defined by the dissipation of a free energy,
and it is essential that numerical schemes preserve that property. Energy stable schemes have the
desirable property that the energy, or a pseudo-energy, decreases at every time-step irrespective of
time-step size. We argue that energy decay should be a consequence of accuracy, indeed energy
decay without accuracy can mask poor performance by leading to plausible but incorrect compu-
tational outcomes. Accuracy should be balanced against computational cost, which motivates us
to compare computational efficiency between schemes as measured by the minimal computational
cost required to achieve a desired global discretization error.
Meaningful assessment of computational efficiency can be achieved from gradient flows that se-
lect from significantly different outcomes with subtle energy differences arising from strong nonlinear
interactions. For motivation we emulate the “morphological complexity” experiments conducted
by [22]. Dispersing amphiphilic diblock polymers in solvent and then allowing the mixture to relax,
they observed the formation of a wide variety of structures whose evolution depended sensitively
upon the polymer chain properties, see Figure 1 and [2, 1]. Reductions of the self-consistent mean
field theory for a model of amphiphilic molecules in solvent leads to a singular family of Function-
alized Cahn-Hilliard (FCH) energies, [6]. We modify these energies, mollifying the singularities
to produce a family of computationally stable but highly nonlinear FCH gradient flows similar to
those studied earlier, [17, 11, 12]. We present a series of benchmark problems that recover the
onset of morphological complexity. These benchmarks reveal a delicate balance between the rate of
arrival of amphiphilic materials onto an interface and the gradient flow’s selection of a least energy
mechanism to redistribute them after absorption. This rate-based selection mechanism yields a
trichotomy of responses in which two-dimensional interfaces either grow by a regularized motion
against curvature, under-go pearling bifurcations, or directly curve-split into networks of interfaces.
We present three numerical schemes, each combining second-order in time backward differentiation
with a predictor-corrector approach and spectral spatial discretization. The FCH energy is com-
putationally stiff. Each of the second order methods considered here balances implicit and explicit
terms and their efficiency is very sensitive to the choice of the implicit terms, with improvements
of several orders of magnitude possible when well pre-conditioned. These methods include an
implicit-explicit (BDF2-IMEX) method and a scalar auxiliary variable approach (BDF2-SAV). The
latter features provably unconditional pseudo-energy stability properties. Both of these schemes
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are linear in their implicit stage. We compare these with a fully implicit, second order, backward
differentiation scheme based upon a preconditioned steepest descent with approximate line search
(BDF2-PSD) for the nonlinear solve. We will drop the ’BDF2’ term in the sequel for brevity.
The FCH gradient flows possess many distinct, emergent timescales that preclude a fixed time-
stepping approach. For each scheme a specified target local truncation error is used to generate
an adaptive time-stepping procedure. The first set of benchmarks, the sub-critical, critical, and
super-critical, use a relatively well conditioned form of the FCH energy, and vary the initial data to
trigger bifurcations that lead to morphological complexity that engenders many possible outcomes
in the super-critical case. A proper resolution of the time evolution requires considerable accuracy.
The second set of benchmarks build significant stiffness into the FCH energy by increasing the
second derivative of the well at the background state, mimicking the singular nature of the FCH
energy. This adds a small foot to the left minima of the well, see Figure 2, hence these benchmarks
are called Foot 1 and Foot 2. The stiffness increases the ratio of the absorption to the redistribution
time-scales and also induces morphological complexity without change to initial data.
Each of the second order schemes we consider required a judicious choice of implicit terms or
preconditioner. This choice was typically based upon the linearization of a residual about a spatially
constant equilibrium solution. The linearly implicit IMEX and SAV accommodated the increase in
stiffness for the Foot 1 and Foot 2 benchmarks without significant adjustment. The nonlinear solve
in the PSD scheme required optimization of internal parameters, in particular an error tolerance
associated to the iterative nonlinear solver, to converge. Moreover the efficiency of the PSD scheme
decreased in comparison to the two linear implicit schemes with increasing numerical stiffness.
We conduct grid refinement studies to verify that each benchmark has an adequate spatial
resolution and develop highly accurate solutions for each benchmark by an extensive computation
with a very small local truncation error. Once spatially resolved, all three schemes yield concordant
results for sufficiently small specified local truncation error. We adjust the local truncation error
restriction and use short runs to tune performance parameters in each scheme for each benchmark,
and record the accuracy and cost of each optimized scheme. At given local truncation error we
find that the PSD approach is generically the most accurate and SAV is the least accurate, as
measured by global error at the final time. However at fixed local truncation error the IMEX and
SAV schemes required less computational effort than the PSD, with the IMEX scheme consistently
requiring about half the computational effort of the SAV scheme. For these benchmarks a global L2
discretization error of 3× 10−2 was found to be a harbinger of accuracy, and within this constraint
we viewed the local truncation error as an internal parameter to be adapted for each scheme to
optimize global performance. For the sub-critical, critical, and super-critical benchmarks, all three
schemes achieved this global accuracy with comparable efficiency although at quite different values
of the local truncation error. As presented in Figure 15 achieving this accuracy for the super-critical
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benchmark requires 1.5×105, 2×105, and 3×105 FFT calls for IMEX, PSD and SAV respectively. As
the global error target was further tightened, the PSD scheme encountered increased computational
effort, first increasing rapidly and then saturating. Conversely the computational effort of the IMEX
and SAV schemes increases linearly with global discretization error related by a fixed factor of two.
For the more strongly nonlinear benchmarks the efficiency of the linear-implicit schemes continued
its linear relationship to global discretization error, and to each-other by the same factor of two.
The efficiency of PSD deteriorated in comparison to the linear-implicit methods with increasing
nonlinear strength, as depicted in Figure 16.
The SAV scheme is specifically designed to be energy stable with respect to an associated
pseudo-energy. This property either assumes fixed time-stepping, which is impractical for the
FCH gradient flows, or an adaptive time stepping based upon modifications by factors of two
and nesting. This latter strategy was implemented for the super-critical benchmark and found to
provide no benefit for accuracy while increasing computational cost by a factor of two to three. In
all cases all convergent schemes preserved the energy decay property of the gradient flow.
In section 2 we sketch the derivation of a singular FCH model from a random phase approxima-
tion of self-consistent mean field theory, outline the regularization of the singular model to arrive at
the family of FCH models studied here-in, and present the initial data and associated benchmark
problems. This derivation is relevant as it illuminates the incorporation of the well-stiffness in the
Foot 1 and Foot 2 benchmarks that is the initial motivation for this computational study. In section
3 we present the second-order adaptive numerical schemes which we use to resolve the benchmark
problems and highlight the sensitivity of efficiency to choice of implicit terms. In section 4 we
present an overview of the simulations of each of the five benchmark problems for a fixed local
truncation error, showing where the schemes agree and disagree. In section 5 we contrast the per-
formance of the schemes, particularly with respect to accuracy in the far-field of the domain, energy
decay, evaluation of the precise critical value for onset of defects, and comparison of time-stepping
performance and computational efficiency. We summarize the performance in section 6.
2 Mean field approximation of amphiphilic diblock suspensions
Self consistent mean-field (SCMF) approach derives density functional models that approximate the
bulk interactions of collections of polymers represented by molecular units, [16]. When applied to
amphiphilic diblock polymers suspended in a solvent the reduction yields a free energy for the three
density components φi for i = A,B, S, which represents the hydrophilic head A and hydrophobic
tail B of the diblock polymer and the solvent S, respectively. Considering a suspension of ns solvent
molecules and nP polymer diblocks each comprised of NA and NB monomers of molecule A and
B respectively, [8, 30] used the self-consistent mean field reduction to derive the free energy to
a continuum phase-field model. More specifically, for k = {A, B, S}, they introduced the mean
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densities
φA =
nPNA
|Ω| , φB =
nPNB
|Ω| , φS =
nS
|Ω| , (2.1)
and derived a bilinear approximation to the SCMF free energy expressed in terms of the variance
from the mean φk0 = φk − φk,
F (2)UD(φ0) =
∑
ij
∫
Ω
aij√
φiφj
(D−1φi0)(D−1φj0) +
 bij√
φiφj
+ χij
φi0φj0 + δij cij
φi
|∇φi0|2 dx. (2.2)
Here a = (aij), b = (bij), c = (cij) denote material parameters and δij is the usual Kronecker
delta function. Their derivation is similar to [9], with both approaches incorporating long-range
interaction terms through D := (−∆) 12 , the square-root of the negative Laplacian subject to pe-
riodic boundary conditions. The long-range terms describe entropic effects of chain folding and
volume exclusion derived from the interactions of the polymer chains with effective mean fields. A
similar energy was proposed as a model of a microemulsions of oil, water, and surfactant by [29]
who argued directly, and somewhat phenomenologically, from a Landau theory for a scalar density.
This scalar model was extended to a more nonlinear one by [18] and [19], who proposed a density
dependence on the coefficients. Uneyama and Doi also proposed a nonlinear extension, [31], for
their vector model in which the average density φk was replaced with the local density φk. This
extrapolation yielded a family of models that include the Ohta-Kawasaki free energies. In [6] the
nonlinear extrapolation approach was modified, first through a shift in dependent variables to the
spatially averaged mean-zero density ψk := D
−1φk,0, and then by an extrapolation step in which
the average density φk was replaced with a slowly varying average density,
φk → φk(1 + ψk). (2.3)
In addition, [6] reduced the three-component model to a scalar field similar to [19] by requiring
a point-wise incompressibility, ψA + ψB + ψS = 0, and replacing the global constraint on the
A- and B-polymer fractions with the point-wise constraint, φA/NA = φB/NB. This yields the
parameterization
ψA = ψB = u/mf , ψS = −u,
in terms of u that takes values in (−mf , 1). The resulting model depends upon NP := NA + NB,
the polymer fractions αA = NA/NP and αB = 1−αA, the polymer-solvent molecular mole fraction
mf := nPNP /nS , and the dimensionless parameter ε =
l
LN
1/2
P  1 which rescales the Kuhn
length l of the diblock polymer into a mean-square end-to-end length a single ideal diblock polymer
chain expressed as a ratio of the domain length L. The amphiphilicity of the diblock molecules is
expressed in terms of a weighted Flory-Huggins parameter
χw := −αAαBχAB + αAχAS + αBχBS , (2.4)
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where for k,m ∈ {A,B, S} the Flory-Huggins parameters χkm > 0 record the strength of the
repulsive interaction between a k-monomer and an s-monomer. The value of χw depends upon the
composition of the polymer diblock chain, but not on its length. We assume strong hydrophobicity
of the tail groups, which implies that χBS  χAB and is reflected in the strong-hydrophobicity
hypothesis
(Hsh) χw > 0. (2.5)
With these reductions and notation, [6] reduced the Uneyama-Doi bilinear energy (2.2) to the
singular functionalized Cahn-Hilliard (S-FCH) form
FS−FCH(u) =
∫
Ω
(
ε2∆u−W ′S(u)
)2
+ P (u)dx, (2.6)
where the singular potential WS is given by
W ′S(u) = 24E(u)− 6mfNP (ln |1− u|+ χwu) + C0. (2.7)
For notational convenience we introduced the bulk exclusion term
E(u) = mf ln
∣∣∣∣1 + umf
∣∣∣∣ , (2.8)
which records the energy of small densities of polymer. Significantly E tends to −∞ as u tends to
−mf and is O(mf ) elsewhere. The strong hydrophobicity assumption (Hsh) guarantees that the
potential W ′S has three zeros bl < bM < br in the interval (−mf , 1). The well WS is defined as the
primitive of W ′S that has a double zero at u = bl. Consequently WS has two, generically unequal-
depth, local minima at u = bl, br with −mf < bl < 0 < br < 1 for which WS(bl) = 0 > WS(br). The
first derivatives of the well WS are singular at the endpoints u = −mf and u = 1, corresponding
to pure solvent and pure polymer phases. The perturbative potential P takes the form
P (u) :=
9
αAαB
u2E′(u)− (W ′S(u))2. (2.9)
The constant C0 does not impact the value of the energy for u ∈ H2per(Ω). It is chosen to minimize
the the perturbative potential P .
2.1 Experimental motivation for the benchmark problems
We draw motivation for the benchmark simulations from the complexity observed in the experi-
ments conducted in [22]. In that study the authors prepared well-stirred dispersions of amphiphilic
diblock of Polyethylene oxide (PEO) - Polybutadiene (PB) in water, and allowed the mixture to
relax and come to quasi-equilibrium. The weight fraction of polymer was fixed at 1%, and they
considered a long and a short polymer chain, characterized by a fixed molecular length of the hy-
drophobic PB, with NPB(= NB) taken as 45 and 170. They varied the aspect ratio αA = NA/NB,
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result: network formation in two-compo-
nent dilute aqueous solutions of PB-PEO.
Previous experiments with relatively low
molecular weight macromolecular surfac-
tants produced three basic structural ele-
ments: spheres (S), cylinders (C), and
bilayers (B). These zero-, one-, and two-
dimensional structures are readily dis-
persed in water at low concentration as
spherical micelles, wormlike micelles, and
vesicles, respectively, mimicking the well-
established states of aggregation created
when low molecular weight amphiphiles
are mixed with water (12). Here we dem-
onstrate the formation of “Y-junctions,”
which assemble into a dense, three-dimen-
sional network (N) accompanied by macro-
scopic phase separation. Isolated fragments
of the network have been evaluated with
cryogenic transmission electron microsco-
py (cryo-TEM), from which we deduce that
the Y-junction is preferred thermodynami-
cally above a critical surfactant molecular
weight at compositions between those as-
sociated with the B and C morphologies.
These findings are consistent with theoret-
ical predictions recently developed (13, 14 )
and demonstrated (15, 16 ) with traditional
three-component (surfactant/oil/water) mi-
croemulsions, signaling a fundamental
transition in self-assembly behavior as the
amphiphile molecular weight is increased
beyond a critical value.
Two sets of PB-PEO diblock copolymers
(Scheme 1), each containing constant molec-
ular weight poly(1,2-butadiene) blocks
(Mn,PB ! 2500 and 9200 g/mol) and varying
weight fractions of PEO (wPEO), were syn-
thesized with anionic polymerization tech-
niques described elsewhere (17 ). Fifteen
compounds with degree of polymerization
NPB ! 46 and 0.30 ! wPEO ! 0.64, and 13
with NPB ! 170 and 0.24 ! wPEO ! 0.62,
were prepared; in all cases, the compounds
had relatively narrow molecular weight dis-
tribution, Mw/Mn " 1.1. These diblock co-
polymers were mixed with measured
amounts of distilled water, generally at a
concentration of 1 weight percent (wt%), and
stirred at room temperature.
Solution morphologies were character-
ized with cryo-TEM, a powerful microsco-
py technique capable of imaging molecu-
lar-scale structures in thin (#100 to 300
nm) films of vitrified aqueous solutions.
The results for the 1% mixtures are sum-
marized in Fig. 1. With NPB ! 46, we find
the classic sequence of dispersed structures
(B, C, and S) separated by mixed morphol-
ogy regimes (B $ C and C $ S) with
increasing PEO content, in agreement with
an earlier report (11). Increasing the size of
the hydrophobic block by nearly four times
(NPB ! 170) dilates the dimensions of the
hydrophobic cores by about three times
(not illustrated here) and shifts the compo-
sition window for wormlike micelles (and
perhaps vesicles and spherical micelles) to
lower values of wPEO.
However, the most dramatic structural
changes we found were at compositions be-
tween the B and C regions. Decreasing the
length of the PEO block leads to the forma-
tion of Y-junctions in the nominally cylindri-
cal micelles. Even for wPEO ! 0.42, which
we associate with the C region in Fig. 1, the
wormlike micelles contain occasional
branches; two have been captured in the cryo-
TEM image shown in Fig. 1B. Decreasing
wPEO to 0.39 induces striking morphological
changes (Fig. 2A). Branched cylindrical
loops, branched linear wormlike micelles,
and Y-junctions terminated by enlarged
spherical caps characterize this representative
image. Macroscopically, this solution is
opaque (milky) but showed no tendency to
phase separate even after sitting quiescently
for several months.
Unlike any of the other specimens exam-
ined in this study, dilute mixtures of the
wPEO ! 0.34 diblock copolymer phase sepa-
rate macroscopically at room temperature.
This process is slow but unmistakable. Sev-
eral hours to several days after cessation of
stirring, an opaque layer develops above a
relatively clear majority (water) phase. In-
creasing the polymer concentration greatly
enhances the viscosity, thus slowing macro-
scopic phase separation; a soft solid gel forms
between 22 and 26 wt% block copolymer.
We have obtained cryo-TEM images from
1% solutions of this material with mixing
protocols that range from gentle stirring to
vigorous sonication. In each case, an opaque,
low-density phase reemerges after a quies-
cent period. Figure 2, B and C, illustrates two
representative cryo-TEM images of the asso-
ciated self-assembled structures captured be-
fore macroscopic phase separation. This mac-
romolecular surfactant forms an extended
three-dimensional network morphology dom-
inated by Y-junctions. Detailed analysis of
large pieces of network, like that found in
Fig. 2B, is complicated by the density of
O
OR
NPB NPEO-1
H
Scheme 1.
Fig. 1. Morphology dia-
gram for PB-PEO in wa-
ter (1 wt%) as a func-
tion of molecular size
and composition, where
NPB and wPEO are the
degree of polymeriza-
tion and weight fraction
of the PB and PEO
blocks, respectively. Four
basic structuralmotifs—
bilayers (B), Y-junctions
(Y), cylinders (C), and
spheres (S)—have been
identified by cryo-TEM,
as illustrated in the mi-
crographs, (A to C). At
NPB ! 170, decreasing
wPEO from the cylindri-
cal condition (wPEO !
0.42) toward that asso-
ciated with vesicles
(wPEO ! 0.24) results in
an increasing population
of Y-junctions. A single-
phase dispersion of
branched, wormlike mi-
celles at wPEO ! 0.39,
denoted CY (Fig. 2A), is
followed by network (N)
formation and macro-
scopic phase separation
at wPEO! 0.34 (Fig. 2, B
and C). Only the classic
structures (B, C, and S)
were found atNPB! 46,
indicating a fundamen-
tal structural transition from classic two-component (surfactant/water) to three-component (surfactant/oil/
water) phase behavior above a critical diblock copolymer molecular mass. Speculated (dashed lines) and
established (solid lines)morphological boundaries do not reflect precise transition conditions. Open and filled
symbols refer to previous (11) and current experimental results, respectively. Bars (A to C), 100 nm.
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examples throughout this paper and elsewhere;39 how-
ever, none are as conspicuous as those depicted in this
blend. These beadlike deformations occur with a char-
acteristi p riodicity, which appears to be damped in
the long central portions of the cylinders. Short cylinders
with one nd two beads can be seen in Figure 8A (short
and long arrow, respectively). Cylinders with one, two,
and three undulations are marked in Figure 8A. Figure
8B show branched portions of a cylindrical micelle with
quantiz undulations apparently dictating the arm
lengths. Multiple undulating branches in Figure 8C
highlight the localization of such features near the
junctions and ends. These aggregates are stable, as
heating the sample to 50 °C for a few days did not
produce any noticeable change in the assembled mor-
phologies. A comparison of OB9-1/OB1-3 shown in
Figure 4B and OB9-1/OB1-5 presented in Figure 8
shows a transition from mainly spherical micelles to
mainly cylindrical micelles over a very narrow composi-
tion range.
Blends around wPEO*. Recently, we discovered
network formation in aqueous dispersions of OB9-4
(wPEO ) 0.34 and NPB ) 170) (see Figure 9A). As a part
of the present study, we attempted to mimic this
network structure by blending OB9 diblock copolymers
with greater (wPEO > 0.34) and lesser (wPEO < 0.34)
compositions. For example, we blended equimolar mix-
tures of OB9-1 and OB9-6, resulting in an average
composition of 〈wPEO ) 0.34〉, identical to OB9-4. To our
surprise this premixed blend self-assembles into a
potpourri of delicate looking objects with bilayer, cylin-
drical, and complex junction structural elements, fre-
quently mixed within individual moieties. These un-
usual structures are evident in all the cryo-TEM images
taken from this mixture; Figure 9C displays many of
the prevalent features. Perhaps the most striking is the
octopus (or jelly fish)-like micelles, which are composed
of a flat bilayer with protruding cylindrical micelles
along the edges. These octopus-like entities are common,
although they occur with a variable number of cylindri-
cal arms. Several examples are shown in Figure 10
containing 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 14 arms attached to
the flat central portion. In all these octopus-like ag-
gregates the cylindrical arms are symmetrically dis-
tributed along the circumference of the central flat
bilayer as is evident in Figures 9C and 10. Occasionally,
these objects appear to be folded on a side with the
cylindrical arms protruding from a hemispherical bi-
layer cap. Obviously, the confinement created by the
Figure 8. Cryo-TEM images from mixture OB9-1/OB1-5
depicting undulations and distended spherical end caps on
wormlike cylindrical micelles. Short cylinders with an undula-
tion (short arrow) and two undulations (long arrow) and
cylinder ends with one, two, and three beads are marked
correspondingly in (A). Panels B and C show branching with
quantized undulations fixing the segment length between
junctions. Two types of hyperbolic (saddle) surfaces character-
ize these morphologies (see Figure 13).
Figure 9. Cryo-TEM micrographs from three dispersions with identical compositions, 〈wPEO ) 0.34〉; the molecular weight
distribution broadens from A to B to C. (A) A network fragment from OB9-4, a single component dispersion. This picture is
reproduced from ref 7. (B) Blend OB9-11/OB9-15. A bimodal distribution of component compositions (wPEO ) 0.39 and 0.30) breaks
the network. (C) A broader distribtion (wPEO ) 0.24 and 0.42, OB9-6/OB9-1) produces a variety of morphologies including vesicles,
wormlike micelles, and a new type of hybrid particle referred to as an octopus. Two of these objects, comprised of cylindrical arms
radiating from a single bilayer, are evident in this image, one with 11 and one with 4 arms.
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network material spanning the vitrified film,
which screens individual fe tures. Nev rthe-
less, the edges of the object captured in Fig.
2B reveal the same general structural ele-
ments evident in the smaller fragment pre-
sented in Fig. 2C. Decreasing the size of the
PEO block (i.e., from wPEO ! 0.42 to 0.39 to
0.34) increases the population of Y-junctions
to the point of network formation and phase
separation. We emphasize that a systematic
search of NPB ! 46 diblock copolymer solu-
tions between the B and C states (Fig. 1)
failed to uncover such phase behavior (18).
Increasing diblock copolymer molecular
weight has another notable consequence. The
equilibrium solubility in water drops expo-
nentially with the degree of polymerization,
resulting in extremely slow exchange dynam-
ics between individual micelles (19). Hence,
fragmentation of the network phase by stir-
ring or sonication produces a nonergodic dis-
persion of particles. Until buoyancy forces
compact and fuse these particles (smaller par-
ticles should survive longer under the action
of thermal mot on), each is subject to a lo-
calized free-energy optimization.
We have exploited this property to pro-
duce small, isolated micelles in the 1 wt%
wPEO ! 0.34 aqueous solution by agitation.
Representative cryo-TEM images taken
from numerous examples are illustrated in
Fig. 3. These images tell us much about
the self-assembly characteristics f this
PB-PEO diblock copolymer. All of these
complex micelles (along with the network
fragments shown in Fig. 2, B and C) are
constructed from only three elements: Y-
junctions, spherical end caps, and cylindri-
cal loops. (One of the most distinguishable
differences between the wPEO ! 0.34 and
0.39 dispersions is the nearly complete lack
of linear cylinders in the former.) Y-junc-
tions can be found with three spherical caps
(Fig. 3A), two caps (Fig. 3, D, E, and H),
one cap (Fig. 3, B to D, F to H, J to L, and
N), and no caps (Fig. 3, I and M). With just
three exceptions (Fig. 3, F, K, and L), the
objects appear to be plan r. (To some ex-
tent the planar appearance may be driven
by confinement within a thin-film geome-
try.) Y-junctions exhibit a tendency to pair,
and to coalesce into periodic arrays. This
tendency is evident in micelles containing
as few as 2 (Fig. 3, C and D) and as many
as 23 (Fig. 3N) junctions.
A striking featur share by all the mi-
celles presented in Fig. 3 is a high degree of
(mirror) symmetry, with the most compel-
ling examples found in panels (A) to (D),
(I), and (M). We believe that this symmetry
reflects a tendency to balance the internal
free-energy through the redistribution of
diblock copolymer molecules within the
particle after micelle formation by frag-
mentation (or fusion) (20). Because the
local movement of PB-PEO molecules is
unhindered (the glass transition for the un-
entangled PB blocks is about –12°C) (21),
certain rearrangements of the tubular struc-
ture are feasible subject to the well-estab-
lished rules governing microphase separa-
tion of monodisperse block copolymers
(22). Optimization of the particle free- energy
will pit the overall surface tension (propor-
tional to the micelle surface area) against
chain stretching inside (PB) and outside
(PEO) the tubular structure (23). The unifor-
mity in core diameters (34 nm on the basis of
the cryo-TEM images) found within each
micelle and across all micelles is evidence
that these rules are operative. Accounting for
the recorded shapes and topologies should
prove a challenge to self-consistent field the-
orists working with block copolymers. Even
if we ignore “isomerizations” involving topo-
logical transitions (i.e., breaking or collaps-
ing loops) (24 ), Y-junctions can be created
by sprouting a spherical cap on a cylindrical
section with the required polymer drawn
from loop sections. The prevalence of spher-
ically capped Y-junctions in Fig. 2, B and C,
Fig. 2. Cryo-TEM images obtained from 1 wt% aqueous solutions of (A) wPEO ! 0.39 and (B and
C) wPEO! 0.34 PB-PEO diblock copolymers. The single-phase solution denoted CY in Fig. 1 (wPEO!
0.39) contains a dispersion of micelles constructed from linear and looped cylindrical segments,
Y-junctions, and spherical caps. Macroscopic phase separation at wPEO ! 0.34 is manifested in
large, dense network particles (B) containing a preponderance of loops and Y-junctions. A smaller
network fragment (C) provides a more detailed glimpse of the morphology associated with the
network phase. Bars (A to C), 200 nm.
Fig. 3. (A to N) Representa-
tive cryo-TEM images of net-
work phase fragments ob-
tained after agitating th
wPEO ! 0.34 solution. These
micelles are constructed from
three structural units: Y-junc-
tions, spherical caps, and cy-
lindrical loops. The high de-
gree of mirror symmetry is
speculated to derive from a
tendency to balance the local
free-energy through transport
of diblock copolymer mole-
cules within the reticulated
tubular structures.
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Figure 1: (left) Experimentally observed bifurcation diagram for the morphology of blends of Polyethylene
xide (PEO) - Polybutadiene (PB) amphiphilic diblock in water. The horizontal axis, wPEO, is the weight
fraction of PEO as a percent of the total dibl ck weight, and the vertical axis denotes the molecular weights
of the PB component of the diblock, fixed at NPB = 45 or 170 (vertical axis). Morphological Complexity
is observed for NPB = 170 but not for the shorter NPB = 45 chains. (right) Experimental images from
the morphological complexity regime showing (top) network structures and (bottom) a mixture of end caps
and Y -junction morphology corresponding to regions marked N and CY in the bifurcation diagram. From
Figures 1 and 2AC of [22], Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
characterized by the weight fraction, wPEO, of the amphiphilic PEO component. They recovered
a bifurcation diagram, presented in Figure 1 (left), which shows that for the short chains the well-
mixed dispersions largely formed codimension one spherical bilayer interfaces, codimension two
solid tubes, or codimension three solid spherical micelles, with some overlap depending upon the
aspect ratio. However for αA ∈ (0.3, 0.5) the suspensions of long chains form structures that are
loaded with defects, such as the network structures and endcaps depicted in Figure 1 (right - top
and bottom).
The self-assembly of spatially extended morphologies from a relatively dilute suspension can
be viewed as an arrival and a redistribution process. The dispersed amphiphilic molecules are
generically too dilute to self assemble, but may diffuse until they arrive at localized structure, insert
themselves and lowering their contribution to the system energy by isolating their hydrophobic tail
from contact with the solvent. Within the FCH model we study, the rate of arrival determines the
final outcome of this growth phase. The selection mechanism for the end state is delicate, with
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many possible outcomes separated by slightly different final energies. This landscape affords an
excellent diagnostic to benchmark the performance of computational tools.
To regularize the benchmark problems we make several changes to the initial configuration
and to the model. In particular we replace the well-stirred initial dispersion, typically modeled
with random initial data, with a fixed bilayer interface configuration with an asymmetric shape
and an added constant background of amphiphilic diblock that emulates the dispersed reservoir.
The asymmetry in the shape seeds the motion against curvature, which in a benchmark problem
is best not left to random fluctuations as would be the case for a perfectly circular initial shape.
For computational reproducibility we smooth the well, replacing the singular WS, especially its
principle singularity at u = −mf , with a smoother well Wq with parameter q that regulates is
second derivative. As we shown in Figure 2, the most significant impact on the energy induced by
the increase in the diblock polymer length is an increase in the value of W ′′S in the solvent phase.
This raises the energy of a dilute, spatially constant suspension of the amphiphilic diblock molecule,
as is consistent with the exposure of a long hydrophobic tail to solvent, [7].
Intuitively, both a high density of dispersed diblock polymers or a high energy associated to an
isolated diblock molecule correspond to a high rate of absorption of the dispersed polymers onto
the bilayer interface. This rate is a key quantity controlling defect formation. When the arrival rate
is slow, the bilayer interface can grow in size to accommodate the new mass. The growth process is
adiabatic and has been studied rigorously, [5], deriving a motion against curvature, regularized by
a higher order Willmore term that includes surface diffusion. If the rate of arrival increases beyond
a critical threshold, then defects, such as pearling, endcaps, and loop formation are observed. At
moderate rates, a pearling bifurcation can be triggered, the onset of which is well understood within
the context of the FCH gradient flow, [10]. The pearling can be transient, subsiding as the dilute
suspension of amphiphilic material is consumed. The pearling can also be lead to the formation of
end-cap type defects, essentially micelles that remain connected to the underlying structure from
which they emerged. The endcaps form most readily at points of high curvature of the bilayer
interface. The stem of the endcap can grow, forming a long trailing bilayer-type stem and may
ultimately reconnect with the initial structure, forming a loop. At yet higher arrival rates the
bilayer interface itself may undergo curve splitting – directly forming closed loops and network
structures. The rich array of possible outcomes, and the wide variety of end-states of the gradient
flow, provide an excellent diagnostic of the accuracy of the proposed schemes.
Our benchmark problems stimulate the rate of arrival in two ways. In the first set of benchmarks
we fix a smooth bilayer profile and a version of the non-singular well Wq with modest derivatives,
determined by q = 0, and vary the initial background density of amphiphilic molecules. At a
low background level, the sub-critical benchmark, the initial bilayer interface absorbs amphiphilic
material and increases its length, however the rate is sufficiently slow that there is no generation
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of defects. In the super-critical benchmark the background level is raised to induce the formation
of several defects that coalesce and merge over time. In the critical benchmark the aspect ratio
parameter η2 is adjusted to trigger a more dramatic pearling transient within the bilayer interface.
Accurate simulations in this benchmark approach but just fail to form an endcap before relaxing
back to a smooth bilayer profile as the reservoir of dispersed diblock molecules is depleted. In the
second set of benchmarks, we return to the initial data and systems parameters of the sub-critical
case, but increase the value of W ′′q (b−) by adjusting the value of q within the well. This increases
the rate of absorption without adjusting the total amount of material absorbed, and induces defect
formation.
2.2 FCH Model Calibration and Benchmarks
The FCH free energy with the non-singular well takes the form
EFCH(u) :=
∫
Ω
1
2
(
ε2∆u−W ′q(u)
)2 − (ε2
2
η1|∇u|2 + η2Wq(u)
)
dx. (2.10)
The FCH equation is given by the H−1 gradient flow of EFCH
ut = ∆
δEFCH
δu
, (2.11)
which takes the explicit form
ut = ∆
[
(ε2∆−W ′′q (u))(ε2∆u−W ′q(u))−
(−ε2η1∆u+ η2W ′q(u)) ] (2.12)
and the regularized double well potential is given by
Wq(u) :=
[
(u− b−)2
2
+ q ε
(
1− sech(u− b−
ε
)
)][
(u− b+)2
2
+
γ
3
(
u− 3b+ − b−
2
)]
. (2.13)
We fix b± = ±1 and take the asymmetry parameter γ = 0.3. The parameter q controls W ′′q (b−), as
depicted in Figure 2 (bottom), adding a small foot-like extension to the left-most local minima.
To compare the singular and the regularized wells it is convenient to exploit a rescaling of the
FCH-SCMF energy that leaves the associated gradient flow invariant:
ε→ ε√
ν
, WS → WS
ν
, P → P
ν2
, t→ ν2t.
The rescaling of ε is equivalent to a change in domain size L → √νL. These rescalings simplify
the process of adjusting the regularized well to fit the singular well under changes in the polymer
chain length. We take each monomer to have equal weight, equal to the molecular weight of the
solvent. Correspondingly the weight fraction of PEO, wPEO, equals the molar fraction, αA, and
the polymer weight fraction within the solvent reduces to the molar fraction of polymer,
mf =
nPNP
ns
=
1
100
.
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Figure 2: (top) Graph of scaled, translated singular well WS and its second derivative as recovered by
reduction of SCMF for NB = 45 (red) and NB = 170 (blue-dotted). (bottom) Graphs of the regularized
well, Wq and its second derivative for q = 0, 0.2, 0.5.
For the benchmark problems that model the long and short chain polymers we take αA = 0.3,mf =
0.01, and ξw = 3. For the short-chain polymer benchmark we take NP = 45 and C0 = 0.8 and for
the long-polymer benchmark we take NP = 170 and C0 = 3.0, and rescale the well WS by a factor
of ν = 4.4. For these parameters WS has a first and singular second derivative at u = −mf = −0.01
and the left well, defined by the left-most zero of W ′S, is located just to the right of this singularity,
at bl = −0.0097 for the short-chain polymers and at bl = −.01 + 10−7 for the long-chain polymers.
We rescale and translate
u→ 2(u− bl)
br − bl − 1,
so that the left and right wells occur at b± = ±1 as with Wq. The resulting WS is presented in
Figure 2 (top) and compared to the regularized well Wq used in the benchmark simulations. While
Figure 2 (top-right) suggests that the second derivative of WS is larger for the short chains, in fact
the curves cross just to the right of u = −1, so that for the short chains W ′′S (−1) = 607 while for
the long chains W ′′S (−1) = 2022, a ratio of 3.3.
The values of η1 and η2 for the sub-critical benchmark were determined from a least-square fit
of P for the long-chain data to the form of the functionalization terms used in E . For the other
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benchmarks the values are reported in Table 1. For the critical case, the value of η2 and d were
tuned to enhance the strength of the pearling transient.
Table 1: Parameters for Benchmark Cases.
Case\Param q η1 η2 d ε γ αm(q) N Mass
Sub-critical 0 1.45ε 3ε 0.2 0.1 0.3 1.7 256 6.11
Critical 0 1.45ε 1.5ε 0.75 0.1 0.3 1.7 256 7.61
Super-critical 0 1.45ε 3ε 0.5 0.1 0.3 1.7 256 6.93
Foot 1 0.2 1.45ε 3ε 0.2 0.1 0.3 5.1 256 6.11
Foot 2 0.5 1.45ε 3ε 0.2 0.1 0.3 10.2 512 6.11
2.3 The initial data
To construct the initial data, we fix Ω = [0, L]2 with L = 4pi,N = 256 corresponding to a mesh spac-
ing ∆x ≈ 0.0491. Given a simple non-intersecting parametric curve Γ : {(x(t), y(t)), t0 ≤ t ≤ t1},
we construct a region ΓR of uniform width R about Γ, with outer and inner boundaries Γ± defined
by
Γ± =
{(
x(t)± y
′(t)
s(t)
R, y(t)∓ x
′(t)
s(t)
R
) ∣∣∣t0 ≤ t ≤ t1} , (2.14)
where s is arc-length of Γ.
We construct the piece-wise constant function φΓ to be 1 inside ΓR and −1 outside, and smooth
it by convolution with the filter F : L2(Ω)→ C∞per(Ω) defined as
F[φΓ](x, y) =
∑
k1,k2∈IN
φˆΓ(k1, k2) exp
(−λ0(k21 + k22)) exp(2piiL (xk1 + yk2)
)
,
where φˆΓ is the discrete Fourier transform of φΓ interpolated to the N × N mesh with spacing
h = L/N, and λ0 = 7.0269 × 10−3. With the choice R = 0.14725 the total mass of F[φΓ] per unit
length of Γ approximates the mass of an exact bilayer dressing of Γ. For a fixed curve Γ we define
φ256 := F[φΓ], which is fully spatially periodic. For higher resolution simulations, such as N = 512
or N = 1024 the corresponding φN is constructed by sampling φ256 on the finer grid.
For each of the benchmark cases we take the initial data in the form
u0 = φN + ε
d
α2m(0)
, (2.15)
where d ∈ R is a parameter that varies in the benchmarks and αm(0) = W ′′q (b−)
∣∣
q=0
. The curve
Γ is fixed, defined through polar variables as Γ = {(ρ(θ) cos(θ) + L2 , ρ(θ) sin(θ) + L2 )
∣∣θ ∈ [0, 2pi)},
where
ρ(θ) = 3− ε
2
cos
(
6(θ − pi
11
)
)− ε2 cos (θ − 3pi
11
)
.
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The initial data u0 corresponding to N = 256 with this choice of Γ is shown in Figure 3 (right) for
d = 0. The curve Γ is chosen to break any symmetry with the periodic domain and to seed the
curvature growth of the bilayer interface. The mass, m0, of the initial data, defined via the relation
m0 :=
1
2
∫
Ω
(u0 + 1) dx,
is reported in Table 1.
9 9.2 9.4 9.6
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1 N = 256
N = 512
N = 1024
9.2 9.25 9.3 9.35
0.7
1
Figure 3: (left) A 1D cross-section of the profile φ256 and finer mesh realizations φ512 and φ1024. (right)
The initial data u0 constructed from (2.15) with width R = 0.14725 and d = 0. The red number on the
colorbar indicates maxu.
3 The Numerical Schemes
We use the 2nd order backward differentiation formula (BDF2) to produce the IMEX, PSD, and
SAV schemes, and use the solution by the 3rd Adams-Moulton (AM3) scheme as a predictor to
control the local error to resolve the benchmark problems described in Section 2.2.
3.1 Variable step size BDF2 and AM3 schemes
To solve the Cauchy problem: y′ = F (y), y(t0) = y0, and let us denote the temporal step size
kn := t
n− tn−1, the classical uniform time-step BDF2 scheme is a 2nd order L-stable implicit linear
multistep method
3yn+1 − 4yn + yn−1
2kn
= F (yn+1).
We assume the variable step size BDF2 scheme has the form
ayn+1 + byn + cyn−1 = F (yn+1). (3.1)
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Taylor expanding both sides at t = tn+1 and comparing the coefficients, we identify
a =
1
kn+1
+
1
kn+1 + kn
b = − 1
kn+1
− 1
kn
c =
1
kn
− 1
kn+1 + kn
.
The classical uniform time-step AM3 scheme is a 3rd order (not A-stable) implicit linear multistep
method reads
yn+1 = yn +
kn+1
6
[5
2
F (yn+1) + 4F (yn)− 1
2
F (yn−1)
]
.
We assume the general variable step size AM3 scheme has the form
yn+1 = yn +
[
ω1F (y
n+1) + ω2F (y
n) + ω3F (y
n−1)
]
.
To identify the coefficients {ωi}3i=1, we make the approximation
y(tn+1)− y(tn) =
∫ tn+1
tn
F (y(t))dt ≈
∫ tn+1
tn
P (t)dt,
where the quadratic polynomial P (t) is the interpolant of F (y(t)) at tn−1, tn and tn+1. Introducing
the time-step ratio τ := kn+1kn , the general variable step size AM3 scheme can be written as
yn+1 = yn +
kn+1
6
[3 + 2τ
1 + τ
F (yn+1) + (3 + τ)F (yn)− τ
2
1 + τ
F (yn−1)
]
. (3.2)
Further investigations can be found in [21].
3.2 Adaptive schemes
The FCH gradient flow undergoes bifurcations that trigger hidden timescales. As these events occur
at unpredictable times, an adaptive approach to time-stepping is required to balance accuracy and
efficiency. The FCH equation (2.11) has the form ut = F (u), where F (u) = ∆
δEFCH
δu . We set a local
truncation error tolerance, σtol, and the minimal and maximal time-step values kmin and kmax.
Given u0 := u0, t
0 and some final time T , we fix the temporal step size k1 := kmin. Compute the
first time-step u1, t1 of the FCH equation (2.11) via the 1st order accurate scheme: the locally 2nd
order BDF1-PSD, BDF1-IMEX and BDF1-SAV schemes for the PSD , IMEX and SAV schemes
separately. For successive time steps we assume the index n ∈ N+, with un−1, un and a given
temporal step-size kn. The adaptive algorithm, based upon [28], initially sets k = kn and then
proceeds as follows.
Step 1 Compute the 2nd order accurate main approximation u˜n+1 using a scheme with kn, k.
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Step 2 Compute the time step ratio τ = kkn and a 3rd order accurate approximation up through
up = u
n +
k
6
[3 + 2τ
1 + τ
F (u˜n+1) + (3 + τ)F (un)− τ
2
1 + τ
F (un−1)
]
, (3.3)
Step 3 Calculate the relative error approximation en+1 :=
‖u˜n+1 − up‖L2
‖up‖L2
,
Step 4 If en+1 ≤ σtol or k = kmin, then
save the solution un+1 = u˜n+1, the temporal step size kn+1 = k, the current time
tn+1 = tn + kn+1,
and finally increase n by 1.
Recalculate the time step k = max{kmin,min{Adp(en+1, k), kmax}}, where
Adp(e, k) := ρs
(σtol
e
)1/3
k.
Goto Step 1.
We take the safety coefficient ρs = 0.9, and kmin = 10
−9 for all simulations. For the IMEX and
SAV schemes kmax is taken to be ∞, while for the PSD scheme, the optimal value of kmax depends
upon q, as shown in the Table 3. As discussed in [21], to ensure zero-stability for the variable step
size BDF2 in (3.1), Adp(e, k) needs to be bounded from above by
(
1+
√
2
)
k. Numerical exploration
with this bound on Adp showed it afforded no significant impact on the benchmark problems.
3.3 The IMEX scheme
The FCH equation (2.12) can be rewritten as
ut = ∆
[
LIMEXu+NIMEX(u) + ε2η1∆u− η2W ′q(u)
]
, (3.4)
where we introduce the linear positive operator
LIMEX := ε4∆2 − 2αmε2∆ + α2m, (3.5)
obtained by linearizing δEFCHδu in (2.12) about u = b− and dropping the small, negative η1 and η2
terms. Here αm = W
′′
q (b−) depends strongly on q. The term NIMEX has zero linearization about
u = b− and is given by
NIMEX(u) := ε2
(
αm −W ′′q (u)
)
∆u+ ε2∆
(
αmu−W ′q(u)
)
+W ′′q (u)W
′
q(u)− α2mu.
The resulting 2nd order semi-implicit IMEX scheme is chosen to stabilize the spatially constant
background state u ≡ b−. To this end we take the dominant linear terms implicit and the remainder,
including smaller linear terms involving η1 and η2, explicit,
aun+1 + bun + cun−1 = ∆
[
LIMEXun+1 +NIMEX(u∗,n+1) + ε2η1∆u∗,n+1 − η2W ′q(u∗,n+1)
]
, (3.6)
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where
u∗,n+1 := un + kn+1kn (u
n − un−1)
gives a locally second order extrapolated approximation at time level tn+1 to make sure the scheme
is numerically consistent. Now we can isolate and solve un+1 in (3.6) from(
a−∆LIMEX
)
un+1 = −bun − cun−1 + ∆
[
NIMEX(u∗,n+1) + ε2η1∆u∗,n+1 − η2W ′q(u∗,n+1)
]
. (3.7)
3.4 The PSD scheme
To PSD attempts to solve (2.12) via a general implicit set up
aun+1 + bun + cun−1 = ∆
δEFCH
δu
∣∣∣n+1. (3.8)
Given un−1 and un, the equation for un+1 is defined in terms of the zero of the negative of the
residual,
R(un+1;un, un−1) := Π0 δEFCH
δu
∣∣∣n+1−∆−1(aun+1)−∆−1(bun + cun−1) = 0, (3.9)
where Π0 denotes the linear zero-mass orthogonal projection operator. The preconditioned steepest
descent (PSD ) method solves this nonlinear system (3.9) iteratively through a series of linear
systems. We introduce LPSD, the linearization of (3.9) about the spatially constant state un+1 ≡ b−
and dropping the small η1 and η2 terms,
LPSD := ε4∆2 − 2αmε2∆ + α2m − a∆−1.
This strictly positive, self-adjoint operator is well-defined on mass-less functions, and preconditions
the iterative scheme. The search direction dn+1s at u
n+1
s is defined as
dn+1s := −L−1PSDR(un+1s , un, un−1).
The solution un+1 is defined as the limit of the sequence {un+1s }∞s=0, constructed through the
approximate line search (ALS) recurrence relation
un+10 := u
n + kn+1kn (u
n − un−1), (3.10)
un+1s+1 = u
n+1
s + λd
n+1
s , s = 0, 1, 2, . . . (3.11)
This solver is referred to as the PSD with approximate line search (ALS) algorithm, see [15, 3]. For a
prescribed iterative stopping tolerance itol, the ALS scheme is terminated once
‖dn+1s ‖L2
‖un+1s+1 ‖L2
< itol. The
parameter λ in (3.11) is the search-step-size. Numerical investigations show that the optimal value
of λ is somewhat sensitive to the value of αm = αm(q) and k. This dependence was determined
by minimizing the average number of PSD iterations for a fixed k over the first 50 temporal steps
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Table 2: Dependence of optimal value of search-step-size λ on temporal step size k.
k ≤ 10−6 5 · 10−6 10−5 5 · 10−5 10−4 5 · 10−4 10−3 5 · 10−3 0.01 0.02 0.03
q = 0 1 1.05 1.07 1.11 1.14 1.24 1.34 1.60 1.738 1.804 1.855
q = 0.2 1 1.01 1.04 1.15 1.28 1.50 1.70 1.87 1.92 1.95 1.97
q = 0.5 1 1.16 1.20 1.32 1.45 1.72 1.83 1.965 1.97 1.985 1.99
of the simulation. Optimal values of λ for different values of q and k are reported in Table 2. The
values used in the simulations were determined by linear interpolation.
The iterative stopping tolerance, itol, impacts the accuracy and computational cost of the PSD
scheme. Numerical optimization finds that an optimal choice of itol is sensitive to both the well
stiffness, q and the local truncation error, σtol. We determine this relation through the ratio
itol = ν(q)σtol,
and determine an optimal value of ν(q). This requires balance, as overly small values of itol lead
to excessive iterations that do not improve the scheme’s accuracy. On the other hand itol must be
small enough to ensure that numerical error from the iterative solver does not pollute the adaptive
time-stepping and does not impede the convergence of the iterative solver at subsequent time-
steps. Instructively, the iterative convergence rate was found to depend upon the upper limit, kmax,
imposed on the adaptive time-stepping algorithm. This lead to a coupled numerical optimization
study, presented in Table 3 which shows the sensitively of iterations numbers upon kmax for the
three values of q, and the optimal value of ν. The iteration counts increase considerably with q,
while ν decreases exponentially with q. If the upper bound kmax is removed then the iteration
count may increase considerably, with associated increase in computational effort. The tuning of
kmax and ν with q was the most unpredictable element of the optimization process for any of the
three schemes.
Table 3: Dependence of PSD iteration count on ν and kmax.
Iteration count/1000 ν(q)
Value of kmax
optimal kmax
0.009 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
q = 0 1.E-03 36.3 34.8 36.5 36.7 38.2 41.4 0.05
q = 0.2 2.E-05 43.3 42.8 43.7 0.02
q = 0.5 1.E-06 162.0 161.7 162.0 0.01
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3.5 The SAV scheme
Computational schemes based upon the SAV formulation have been applied to the FCH gradient
flow, see [34]. The version presented here is a slight variation. We rewrite the FCH energy functional
EFCH(u) in (2.10) in the form:
EFCH(u) =
∫
Ω
[
ε4
2
(∆u)2 −
(η1
2
+ ζ
)
ε2|∇u|2 +G(u)
]
dx, (3.12)
where ζ > 0 is a parameter and
G(u) := −ε2∆u (W ′q(u) + ζu)+ 12(W ′q(u))2 − η2Wq(u). (3.13)
The choice of principle linear operator for the SAV scheme is a bit less intuitive than for the
IMEX or PSD schemes. We introduce
LSAV = ε4∆2 + ε2 (η1 + 2ζ) ∆ = L0 + L1, (3.14)
where the sub-operators are parameter dependent
L0(β1, β2) = ε4∆2 − β1αmε2∆ + β2α2m, (3.15)
L1(β1, β2) = ε2 (η1 + 2ζ) ∆ + β1αmε2∆− β2α2m, (3.16)
where αm = αm(q) and the constants β1, β2 ≥ 0 are the stabilization parameters. The operator
L0 defines the principle linear implicit terms in the SAV scheme. The default choice for these
parameters is β1 = 0 and β2 = 3.
Introducing the auxiliary energy
E1(u) =
∫
Ω
G(u)dx,
the FCH energy (3.12) takes the form
EFCH(u) = 1
2
(u,LSAV u)L2(Ω) + E1(u). (3.17)
For fixed time-steps the SAV scheme is known to be pseudo-energy stable for an auxiliary energy,
if the functional E1(u) can be shown to be uniformly bounded from below over H2per(Ω), [26]. This
is achieved by choice of ζ = ζ(q). Specifically
E1(u) ≥
∫
Ω
(
W ′′q (u) + ζ
)
|∇u|2dx+
∫
Ω
[1
2
(W ′q(u))
2 − η2Wq(u)
]
dx,
and choosing ζ larger than negative of the minimum of W ′′q , see Figure 2, then the first integral is
positive and we estimate
E1(u) ≥ |Ω|min
u
(1
2
(W ′q(u))
2 − η2Wq(u)
)
> −D0,
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where D0 > 0 only depends upon the domain Ω, the value of η2 and the form of Wq.
For the energy splitting approach, we introduce the scalar auxiliary variable
r = r(t) :=
√
E1(u) +D0,
then the FCH equation can be rewritten as
∂u
∂t
= ∆µ, µ := LSAV u+ r√E1(u) +D0V [u], (3.18)
dr
dt
=
1
2
√E1(u) +D0
∫
Ω
V [u]
∂u
∂t
dx, (3.19)
where V [u] = δE1/δu = G′(u). The SAV scheme takes the form
aun+1+ bun + cun−1 = ∆µn+1, µn+1 =L0un+1+L1u∗,n+1+ r
n+1√E1(u∗,n+1) +D0V [u∗,n+1], (3.20)
arn+1 + brn + crn−1 =
∫
Ω
V [u∗,n+1]
2
√E1(u∗,n+1) +D0 (aun+1 + bun + cun−1)dx, (3.21)
where u∗,n+1 can be chosen as any explicit approximation of u(tn+1) with an error of O(k2), for
instance,
u∗,n+1 = un + kn+1kn (u
n − un−1).
We remark that the rn+1 variable in (3.21) also contribute to the implicit equation for un+1. The
full resolution of un+1 from (3.20)−(3.21) is presented in [34, 28], but is driven by the inversion
of the operator L0 − a∆−1. With a fixed time-step k, the SAV scheme is unconditionally energy
stable for the auxiliary energy
Eaux(un+1, un, rn, rn−1) := EFCH(un+1) +
(
un+1 − un
2
,LSAV
(
un+1 − un
2
))
L2(Ω)
+
(
2rn − rn−1
)2
.
That is, for any choice of time-step k > 0, the auxiliary energy has the property
Eaux(un+2, un+1, rn+1, rn) ≤ Eaux(un+1, un, rn, rn−1), n ≥ 1.
See [28] for details on the energy stability properties of SAV schemes.
The stabilization parameters makes L0 a strictly positive operator and play an essential role in
the convergence, accuracy, and efficiency of the SAV scheme. The operator L0 reduces to LIMEX
for the choice β1 = 2 and β2 = 1. Figure 4 shows FFT counts for simulations of IMEX and SAV
using the dominant implicit term based on L0. Overall the schemes preform well if β1 +β2 = 3, with
performance deteriorating dramatically for smaller values and slowly for larger values of this sum.
Indeed values of β1 +β2 < 3 can lead to FFT counts that are several orders of magnitude higher per
time-unit at fixed local truncation error. The left panel provides total FFT counts for the IMEX
scheme with β2 = 3 − β1, showing that the performance is optimal so long as neither β1 nor β2
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Figure 4: Total FFT calls verses stabilization parameters β1 and β2 for IMEX and SAV for each of the 5
benchmark simulations. (left) Total FFT calls verses β1 for IMEX with β2 = 3 − β1. The choice β1 = 2
used in IMEX simulations herein is indicated with black arrow. (right) Total FFT calls as function of β2 for
β1 = 0 for the SAV scheme.
are too small. The choice β1 = 2 is the default for IMEX . The right panel shows performance of
the SAV scheme with β1 = 0 for a range of value of β2 for each of the five benchmark problems,
suggesting that the choice β2 = 3 yields the optimal computational efficiency over this class of
operators.
4 Benchmark Simulations
We present an overview of the Benchmark simulations for local truncation error σtol = 10
−5, for
which the PSD scheme is accurate while the IMEX and SAV schemes are borderline accurate.
Generically we find that a global L2(Ω) discretization error of 3 × 10−2 is generically sufficient to
ensure that that scheme is quantitatively accurate, with the correct numbers, types, and placements
of defects.
Table 4: L2 Error between PSD and IMEX or SAV simulations for each benchmark at final time.
Benchmark PSD/IMEX PSD/SAV T
Sub-Critical 8.80E-02 1.46E-01 250
Critical 2.64E-02 3.81E-02 250
Super-Critical 7.18E-01 7.27E-01 250
Foot 1 2.83E-02 6.00E-02 50
Foot 2 3.98E-03 9.90E-03 50
4.1 Sub-critical Benchmark
The sub-critical benchmark has a low level of dispersed diblock polymer material, controlled by
the parameter d in (2.15), while the relatively mild concavity of Wq at u = b−, controlled by
αm(0) = W
′′
q (b−)
∣∣
q=0
, leads to a gentle absorption rate. The bilayer interface profile does not
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Figure 5: Simulation of sub-critical benchmark 1 with q = 0, σtol = 10
−5 and N = 256 at times T = 10(left)
and T = 250(right). All three schemes agree to within L2 error 1.5×10−1 as reported in Table 4. Red number
on colorbar indicates maxu.
pearl and remains a simple closed curve from initial data to its final equilibrium shape. As shown
in [5], gentle absorption drives motion against curvature, regularized by surface diffusion, which
relaxes to a curvature driven flow as the background material is depleted. All three schemes are
in quantitative agreement, as can be verified by the contour plot comparison in Figure 8 (left) and
the data of Table 4.
4.2 Critical Benchmark
Figure 6: Simulation of the critical benchmark with q = 0, σtol = 10
−5 and N = 256 at times T = 15(left)
and T = 21(right). All three schemes agree to within L2 error 3.9×10−2 as reported in Table 4. Red number
on colorbar indicates maxu.
For the critical case the value of η2 and d are tuned to create a strongly pearled interface and
a long pearled transient, lasting roughly from T = 4 to T = 21. The bilayer interface pearls
transiently, forming 21 pearls, whose discrete count generates a thresholding effect that slows the
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absorption of the dispersed amphiphilic polymer as the interface must generate new pearls to
lengthen. During the 21-pearl transient period the pearled bilayer interface undergoes a “bicycle
chain” meander in which adjacent pearls move in opposite directions, either in towards the center or
out towards the boundary of the domain, as can be seen in Figure 6 (left). At time T = 21 the pearls
have reduced in size, and two extra pearls form at the points of highest curvature. The formation
of the additional pearls facilitates an absorption of mass. As the background level of amphiphilic
material is depleted the rate of absorption slows and the the interface returns to an unpearled state,
similar to that depicted in Figure 5 (right) that is able to move freely in a curvature driven motion.
No endcap defects are formed in the critical benchmark, and each of the computational schemes
are in quantitative agreement.
4.3 Super-critical Benchmark
Figure 7: (Top) Simulation of the q = 0 super-critical benchmark with σtol = 10
−5 and N = 256 at time
T = 50. The top row presents the PSD simulation (left) and the SAV simulation (right). (Bottom) The PSD
(left) and SAV (right) simulations at T = 250. The IMEX and SAV simulations are very similar, and but
both disagree with the PSD simulation by an O(1) in the L2 norm, as reported in Table 4. Red number on
colorbar indicates maxu.
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Figure 8: Contour curves from each of the simulations of each of the three schemes with σtol = 10
−5 and
N = 256. The level set u = −0.12 for (left) the sub-critical simulation at T = 10 and (right) the super-critical
benchmark at T = 50.
The sub-critical and super-critical benchmarks differ only in the level of the background mate-
rial, controlled by the parameter d in (2.15). The elevated value of this parameter in the super-
critical benchmark increases the rate of arrival of mass to the interface, exceeding the interface’s
capacity to absorb the arriving mass via a curve lengthening flow or by pearl generation. The in-
terface undergoes defect generation. For the super-critical benchmark with σtol = 10
−5 the output
from the three schemes disagree at leading order. For the PSD scheme the bilayer interface absorbs
material from the background and pearls locally at points of high curvature, and then ejects 8 end-
cap defects, five of which intersect back with the underlying interface, forming closed loops. Two
of the loops subsequently merge to form an extended loop which grows into a cisternal structure
characterized by two long parallel interfaces. The IMEX and SAV simulations differ from the PSD ,
but agree with each-other. They also produce 8 endcap defects initially, however only four of them
subsequently form closed loops. Two of these loops merge, forming a cisternal structure, however
there are two small endcaps in the IMEX and SAV simulations, in contrast to the one small endcap
in the PSD simulation. At longer times the cisternal region grows, consuming structures and at
time T = 250 it leaves one loop, one long endcap, and one short endcap in all simulations – however
in the SAV and IMEX simulations the distance between cisternal region and small loop is signifi-
cantly longer than in PSD simulation. Figure 8 shows the levels sets corresponding to u = −0.12
for the sub-critical and super-critical benchmarks with σtol = 10
−5 and N = 256, showing their
agreement in the sub-critical benchmark and their disparity in the super-critical benchmark. In
the super-critical benchmark the higher rate of absorption driven by the higher initial background
level of u produces dynamic choices associated to endcap formation that require greater accuracy
than the linearly implicit schemes can achieve at σtol = 10
−5. If σtol is reduced to 10−6, then
PSD simulations does not change quantitatively, while the SAV and IMEX simulations move into
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quantitative agreement with the PSD scheme.
Figure 9: Value of u − b− at center point (solid) and corner point (dashed) of computational domain for
the sub-critical (left) and super-critical (right) benchmarks with σtol = 10
−5. Horizontal axis is log of time.
The value of u in the far field, away from the interfacial structure, is asymptotically constant at
equilibrium and has been shown to be a key bifurcation parameter for the onset of pearling, [24, 25].
Faithful resolution of this value is essential to an accurate simulation. Figure 9 traces the evolution
of the value of u − b− at the domain center (solid lines) and domain corner (dashed lines) for the
three simulation strategies. For the sub-critical simulation no defects are formed and the far-field
values of u relax to a tight range of equilibrium values over the time frame T = 75 ∼ 100. The
super-critical simulations have various defect merging events and each is associated with a small
excursion in the background levels. In the inset of Figure 9 (right) these excursions can be seen at
T = 200, 350, 450, 725, and 825 for the PSD scheme. Conversely the linear implicit IMEX and SAV
schemes the background levels are in close agreement, recording excursions T = 175, 360, 500, and
875, which differ in both timing and in number of events from the more accurate PSD simulation.
4.4 Foot 1 Benchmark
The Foot 1 and sub-critical benchmarks, are identical in initial data and parameters with the
exception of the value of the concavity of the well Wq, controlled by the parameter q. For Foot
1 we take q = 0.2 which increases the value of αm(q) = W
′′
q (b−), as depicted in Figure 2. This
adjustment raises the energy associated to small, spatially uniform values of u, thereby increasing
the rate of absorption of material from the bulk. Although the total amount of material in the
background is the same in both benchmarks, the increased absorption rate in the Foot 1 benchmark
leads to defect formation. This result is captured by all three schemes with quantitative accuracy, as
shown in Table 4. In Figure 10 (left) the pearling and defect formation are visible in the lower-right
of the bilayer interface already at time T = 1.5. At time T = 50 the simulations produce six closed
loops place roughly symmetrically around the bilayer interface. This structure is quasi-stable, but
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Figure 10: Simulation of Foot 1 benchmark with q = 0.2, σtol = 10
−5 and N = 256 at times T = 1.5(left)
and T = 50(right). All three schemes agree to within L2 error 6× 10−2 as reported in Table 4. Red number
on colorbar indicates maxu.
eventually evolves onto a double-sheeted bubble similar to that depicted in the right-most panel of
the top row of Figure 18.
4.5 Foot 2 Benchmark
Figure 11: Simulation of the Foot 2 benchmark with q = 0.2, σtol = 10
−5 at times T = 1 (left) and T = 50
(right) for N = 512. All three schemes agree to within L2 error 1×10−2 as reported in Table 4. Red number
on colorbar indicates maxu.
The Foot 2 and sub-critical benchmarks have an identical setup with the exception of the value
of q, which is taken as q = 0.5 in Foot 2. This introduces a very strong nonlinear stiffness, and the
large value of αm = W
′′
q (b−)
∣∣
q=0.5
significantly increases the energy penalty associated to dispersed
amphiphilic material. As a consequence its rate of absorption onto the bilayer interface increases,
inducing a curve-splitting bifurcation in which the bilayer interface splits directly in two, as shown
in Figure 11 (left) at T = 1. All three schemes agree qualitatively on the 512×512 mesh, producing
four loops and two double loop. Grid refinement showed that the N = 256 grid was insufficient to
produce accurate results. Further grid refinement to N = 1024 yields quantitative agreement with
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the N = 512 simulations. The large value of W ′′q (b−) for q = 0.5 yields a profile that is much less
smooth. The spatial convergence to the far-field value occurs at the exponential rate
√
W ′′q (b−)
/
ε,
which is significantly greater for q = 0.5, necessitating the higher spatial resolution.
Table 5: L2 Grid Refinement Error.
N 256 / 512 512 / 1024
Sub-Critical 6.218E-04
Super-Critical 2.589e-04
Critical 3.827E-04
Foot 1 8.502E-02
Foot 2 1.008 5.762E-04
Table 6: L2 Temporal Convergence Error and Rates. The error is determined by comparison to PSD with
a fixed temporal step size k = 10−6 and itol = 10−11.
IMEX PSD SAV
fixed k L2 Error Rate L2 Error Rate L2 Error Rate
23 × 10−2 2.20E-01 7.03E-05
22 × 10−2 5.38E-02 2.03 1.77E-05 1.99
21 × 10−2 1.37E-02 1.98 4.43E-06 2.00 2.50E-02
20 × 10−2 3.54E-03 1.95 1.11E-06 2.00 6.46E-03 1.95
2−1 × 10−2 9.31E-04 1.93 2.79E-07 1.99 1.70E-03 1.93
2−2 × 10−2 2.46E-04 1.92 8.36E-08 1.74 4.52E-04 1.91
2−3 × 10−2 6.47E-05 1.93 6.89E-08 0.28 1.20E-04 1.91
2−4 × 10−2 1.69E-05 1.94 6.62E-08 0.06 3.17E-05 1.92
2−5 × 10−2 4.37E-06 1.95 5.81E-08 0.19 8.24E-06 1.94
2−6 × 10−2 1.12E-06 1.96 7.58E-08 -0.38 2.12E-06 1.96
The time-trace of the background levels, u − b− evaluated at the domain center (solid) and
domain corner (dashed), are presented for the Foot 2 benchmark in Figure 12 (left). It has several
notable differences from the sub-critical benchmark presented in Figure 9 (left). The most salient
distinction is that the large value of αm(0.5) greatly increases the temporal rate of absorption of
amphiphilic material from the background. For the Foot 2 benchmark the background state begins
to achieve its equilibrium value at T = 1 and is fully equilibrated around T = 7 ∼ 8. This is roughly
10-15 times faster than the relaxation for the q = 0 sub-critical benchmark, depicted in Figure 9.
The only difference in the two benchmarks is the increase in concavity of the well Wq near u = b−,
reflected in Figure 2(bottom-right).
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5 Computational Accuracy and Efficiency
The three schemes presented here are 2nd order accurate, as verified by the convergence study
presented in Table 6. Nevertheless, the performance of the schemes is not equally accurate nor
efficient, particularly as the nonlinear stiffness parameter q is increased. We discuss the relation of
accuracy to energy decay, global discretization error, and computational efficiency.
5.1 Energy Decay
A major feature of gradient schemes is the decay of the overall system energy. Much attention has
been given to the construction of gradient stable schemes for which energy decay is unconditional
with respect to the temporal step-size. However in gradient flows that generate a rich variety of
structures issues of accuracy move to the forefront and energy decay ideally becomes a consequence
of accuracy. For the super-critical benchmark, the various competing outcomes have only marginally
different energies and considerable accuracy is required for a scheme to differentiate between the
available options. As shown in Figure 13 (left), with σtol = 10
−5 for each of the 5 benchmarks
the energy decay behavior is very similar and decays uniformly. There are however important
differences. As the middle inset shows, for the super-critical benchmark the energy trace for the
IMEX and SAV simulations are almost indistinguishable, while the PSD simulation shows visible
deviations in system energy, at roughly a 1% relative error. In these simulations the PSD scheme
is more accurate and the linear-implicit schemes produce output that is erroneous to leading order
in the L2 norm. The differences in energy decay, and solution u, are largely erased for IMEX and
SAV when σtol is reduced to 10
−6. The second inset shows detail of the Foot 1 benchmark. In this
case the PSD and IMEX schemes have quantitative agreement, while the SAV scheme produces a
simulation whose energy proceeds downhill too quickly at T = 650. This leads to an output that
is time-shifted forward by about 200 units. Again, these errors in energy decay are eliminated
by reducing σtol to 10
−6. These features emphasize that system energy can be a poor proxy for
accuracy, and that energy decay is generally a minor benchmark for a gradient flow.
The time-stepping profiles for the IMEX and SAV schemes are remarkably similar, and differ in
important ways from that of the PSD scheme. As shown in Figure 12 (right), the PSD generically
takes the largest time step-sizes, and typically hits the maximum step-size ceiling kmax shortly
after the resolution of the initial transient. This ceiling is required to insure the convergence of
the nonlinear iterative scheme and to optimize its performance as measured by FFT per time unit.
This value is smaller for the stiffer Foot 2 benchmark than for the super-critical benchmark. Indeed
the time-step profile for PSD is largely equivalent for the super-critical and the Foot 2 benchmarks,
until it hits the lower value of kmax for the Foot 2 benchmark. This is in contrast to the IMEX
and SAV profiles which are different for the two benchmark problems, but largely agree with each
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Figure 12: (left) Value of u − b− at center point (solid) and corner point (dashed) of the computational
domain for the q = 0.5 Foot 2 benchmark for σtol = 10
−5 and N = 512. (right) Evolution of the adaptive
temporal step-size on a log-log scale for each of the three schemes for the super-critical benchmark (solid)
and the q = 0.5 Foot 2 benchmark (dashed). Horizontal axis is log of time.
other. Each of the schemes has swings in step size of roughly one order of magnitude during the
various defect generation and merging events that occur after the initial transient. The step sizes
for the IMEX and SAV schemes are generically smaller than those for PSD , by as much as two
orders of magnitude for the stiffer Foot 2 benchmark. However this is offset by the growing number
of iterations required for solving the stiffer nonlinear system in this problem.
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Figure 13: (left) System energy verses time on a semilog-x scale for each of the five benchmark problems
for each scheme with σtol = 10
−5 on a semilog-x scale. The boxed insets for the super-critical (middle) and
foot 1 (right) benchmarks show more detail and include results for IMEX and SAV with σtol = 10
−6.
An excellent proxy for accuracy is to determine the lowest (critical) value of the background
level, as measured by the initial data parameter d in (2.15), at which the a defect is generated
within the flow. The onset of a defect is easily detected through the maximum value of u, as the
maximum value of the bilayer profile is determined by the largest zero of Wq, for (2.13) about
u = 0.3566, while defects and higher codimensional structures such as micelles reside much more
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deeply in the right well of Wq, with maximum values close to u = 0.74. Tracking the temporal
evolution of maxu yields a strong dichotomy. We fixed the parameters as in the critical benchmark
problem but slightly adjusted the value of d to modify the amount of amphiphilic material in
the bulk. The critical d value, reported in Table 7 depends upon the local truncation error, but
converges to a common value of d = 0.7526 with decreasing σtol. Indeed the correct critical value
is achieved by the PSD scheme at σtol = 10
−7 but requires reduction of σtol to 10−8 for IMEX and
SAV . The time evolution of max(u(·, t)) for the critical benchmark parameters but seven different
value of d is presented in Figure 14.
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d = 0.7522, max(u(100)) = 0.3566
d = 0.7523, max(u(100)) = 0.3566
d = 0.7524, max(u(100)) = 0.3566
d = 0.7525, max(u(100)) = 0.3566
d = 0.7526, max(u(100)) = 0.7445
d = 0.7527, max(u(100)) = 0.7423
d = 0.7528, max(u(100)) = 0.7407
Figure 14: Running value of maxu from the PSD
scheme for the critical benchmark problem with d =
0.7522, ..., 0.7728 in increments of 0.0001 when σtol = 10
−7.
The onset of a defect occurs at the critical value d = 0.7526.
Table 7: The dependence of the crit-
ical value of d in (2.15) upon σtol for
each scheme.
σtol PSD IMEX SAV
10−5 0.7527 0.7540 0.7554
10−6 0.7525 0.7529 0.7532
10−7 0.7526 0.7527 0.7527
10−8 0.7526 0.7526 0.7526
5.2 Global Discretization Error verses Computational Cost
The definitive measure of accuracy is to compute the global discretization error of a simulation as
measured against a known highly accurate answer. To produce these highly-accurate solutions we
conducted a spatial grid refinement study for each benchmark problem and each computational
scheme. For all but the stiffest Foot 2 benchmark increasing the grid from N = 256 to N = 512
produced consistent results, with solution differences reported in Table 5. We present results only
to the accuracy determined within this grid refinement study. Specifically the highly accurate
simulations were calculated with the PSD scheme with σtol = 10
−9 for q = 0, and with σtol =
3 × 10−8 for q = 0.2. For q = 0.5, the IMEX scheme with σtol = 3 × 10−9 was used. The
output of these simulations are taken as the highly accurate simulation against which others are
compared. For all three schemes, sufficient refinement of σtol lead to a global error that was
within the anticipated accuracy of the scheme. Indeed our computations find that a global L2(Ω)
discretization error of 3× 10−2 is generically sufficient to ensure that that scheme is quantitatively
accurate, with the correct numbers, types, and placements of defects.
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Figure 15: (left: blue y-axis and lines) Global L2 error verses σtol at T = 250 for the super-critical bench-
mark as measured by comparison to the most accurate solution. (left: red y-axis and lines) Computational
cost verses σtol as measured by total number of FFT calls. (right) Computational cost verses global L
2 error,
plotted parametrically in σtol.
We measure the computational efficiency of the three schemes in two ways. First as global
discretization error, Gtr, verses σtol, and then more meaningfully as global discretization error
verses FTT calls. This latter is euphemistically referred to as the dollars-per-digit metric. The
first result, presented in Figure 15 (left), shows the decay in global L2 error with decreasing σtol.
The blue curves, corresponding to the left (blue) vertical axis, show that IMEX , PSD , and
SAV all improve in global accuracy with decreasing σtol. For the super-critical benchmark the
linear-implicit IMEX and SAV schemes are inaccurate for σtol > 4 × 10−6 and then have global
discretization errors that decay linearly on a log-log plot, corresponding to a global discretization
error roughly proportional the the 2/3 power of the local truncation error. Conversely, the PSD is
accurate for all σtol < 1×10−3, but its global accuracy at first improves sub-linearly with σtol on the
log-log scale before setting into the 2/3 power law relation between global discretization and local
truncation errors. For the linear-implicit schemes the workload as measured by total FFT calls is
remarkably linear as function of local truncation error on the log-log curve. Their workload grows
approximately as a −1/3 power of the local truncation error over three orders of magnitude, with
the IMEX more efficient than the SAV by a fixed factor of 2 over this range. The PSD workload
starts out significantly higher than the linear-implicit schemes, but grows more slowly. To make
a more meaningful comparison of the data it is instructive to plot the FTT calls verses the global
discretization error, with σtol acting as a parameterization of the curve. This is shown in Figure 15
(right). In this plot, the lowest curve attains the desired global discretization error with the least
computation cost.
Setting Gtr = 3×10−2 as an acceptable upper limit, we find that the three schemes achieve this
global tolerance at comparable computational costs that correspond to disparate local truncation
errors. The IMEX scheme is the most efficient, hitting the global accuracy mark with 1.5×105 FFT
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Figure 16: (left: blue y-axis and lines) Global L2 error verses σtol at T = 50 for the q = 0.2 Foot 1 bench-
mark as measured by comparison to the most accurate solution. (left: red y-axis and lines) Computational
costs verses σtol as measured by total number of FFT calls.
calls at σtol = 3×10−6, while PSD does so with 2×105 FFT calls at a much lower σtol = 10−3, and
SAV at 2.5×105 FFT calls and σtol = 10−6. However the efficiency of the PSD code decays relatively
rapidly with global error above this acceptable upper limit, recovering at very small global error.
The overall result is a large interval in which the linear-implicit schemes outperform PSD . For the
stiffer Foot 1 benchmark simulations with q = 0.2 the linear-implicit schemes perform at a similar
level to the q = 0 benchmarks, while the nonlinearly implicit PSD struggles due to convergence
issues in its nonlinear solver. As shown in Figure 16 (left), the global error for each scheme is
an approximately linear function of local truncation error on the log-log scale, corresponding to a
power law exponent in the range 0.5 ∼ 0.6 that is slightly reduced from the 2/3 exponent observed
for the super-critical benchmark. The computational efficiency plot, Figure 16 (right), the data for
both the Foot 1 and Foot 2 benchmarks are compared. The linear-implicit schemes substantially
outperform the nonlinear-implicit PSD , with the IMEX remaining roughly twice as efficient as
SAV over two orders of magnitude of global discretization error. For the linear-implicit schemes
the computational cost is very similar for Foot 1 and 2, with the Foot 2 simulations slightly more
accurate due to the increase in spatial resolution to N = 512. Conversely, the nonlinear-implicit
PSD requires significantly more effort with increasing q as the iteration count in the nonlinear solver
increases significantly. The minimal cost for SAV to achieve the acceptable global discretization
error is roughly twice that of IMEX , while for Foot 1 PSD is most efficient at a lower global error
of 9 × 10−4, for which it requires 10 times the effort of IMEX and for Foot 2 PSD requires 40
times the computational effort of IMEX . It is worth noting that PSD is more comparatively more
efficient at lower global error; indeed it requires only 3 and 7 times the computational effort of
IMEX to achieve an error of 9× 10−4 for the Foot 1 and Foot 2 benchmarks, respectively.
In Figure 17 the temporal trace of the global error is plotted for local truncation errors of
σtol = 10
−5, 10−6, and 10−7. In all cases the PSD is the most accurate, generically by an order
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of magnitude at the same local truncation error. However the accuracy for PSD increases only
modestly with decreasing σtol while SAV and IMEX schemes have more significant improvements.
For the sub-critical benchmark the global error accumulates slowly in each of the schemes as
the shape of the interface evolves and inaccuracies in its location accumulate. For the super-
critical benchmark the error has peaks at each of the major defect merging events that occur at
t = 50, 150, 185, 210. These peaks reflect the impact of slight timing errors in the defect merging
events and in the spatial structure of the merging transient. Each scheme shows about a half-order
of magnitude loss of accuracy during the merging that is recovered afterwards. This holds except
for the SAV and IMEX schemes with σtol = 10
−5 which are both insufficiently accurate to capture
the correct sequencing of the defect evolution.
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SAV:  = 10-7
Figure 17: Time evolution of the global L2 error between output of the three schemes and the highly
accurate solution for σtol = 10
−5, 10−6, and 10−7 for (top) the sub-critical benchmark and (bottom) the
super-critical benchmark.
6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the morphological complexity that develops within the gradient flows of
the FCH energy requires accuracy for faithful representation. More significant than energy decay is
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energy accuracy, indeed small errors in evaluation of energy of different configurations can generate
alternate temporal evolutions resulting in errors that grow to become leading order. The impact of
this is magnified as the nonlinear stiffness in the model is increased. The nonlinear solve required in
the more strongly implicit PSD approach tends to raise the overall accuracy of the scheme, and for
less-stiff forms of the model this compensates for the increased computational effort required for the
iterative solver. The result is that the linear-implicit and nonlinear-implicit models are comparable.
However for the more nonlinearly stiff versions of the model, the linear-implicit schemes require no
tuning and experience only modest decline in efficiency, while the nonlinear-implicit PSD requires
tuning of the error tolerance and maximum time-step parameters to optimize its performance.
Despite this tuning the efficiency of the PSD scheme falls behind the linear-implicit schemes by
a factor that is comparable to the increase in stiffness, as measured by the left-well concavity
αm(q) = W
′′
q (b−).
Within the linear-implicit schemes the performance of the IMEX and the SAV schemes are
almost indistinguishable. Their global accuracy as a function of local truncation error are almost
identical. The only discrepancy lies in the computational effort which is routinely a factor of two
larger for the SAV scheme. This is likely a result of the extra steps required to resolve the larger
SAV system of equations. Beyond the guarantee of the decay of the associated pseudo-energy, it
is difficult to identify a feature in the SAV scheme in which it improves upon the simpler IMEX
approach. Far and away the most important feature of the linear-implicit schemes is selecting a
proper linear term for the implicit step. Given the theoretical understanding of the importance of
the background state, that is of the value of u away from non-trivial structures, it is reasonable and
efficient to use the linearization about the spatially constant state u ≡ b−. We generalized this to the
family of operators presented in (3.15), and found that and choice of β1 + β2 ≈ 3 provided optimal
performance. The choice β1 = 2 and β2 = 1 corresponds to the linearization about the spatially
constant background state. These constant coefficient linear operators are trivially inverted in the
spatially periodic setting considered herein. It certainly may not be the case that such a convenient
and efficient linear-implicit operator is available in all systems.
As a final demonstration of the complexity possible within the FCH gradient flow, we present
a series of computations that show a putative equilibrium state resulting from the gradient flow of
the initial data from the super-critical benchmark, see Figure 18. The only variation is in the value
of the parameter η2, which represents the aspect ratio of the amphiphilic molecule. The decreasing
values of η2 correspond to the increasing values of wPEO in the horizontal axis of the experimental
bifurcation diagram presented in Figure 1. Perhaps the fundamental contribution of this numerical
study the suggestions that the shapes of the final structures produced in these casting problems are
not uniquely determined by the properties and densities of the molecules they are composed of, but
also depend upon the history of the morphology. Once defects are induced by transient flow, they
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become an integral part of the energy landscape and can snag the gradient flow at a rich variety
of local minima. These gradient flow transients form an intriguing phylogenesis, whose resolution
requires significant accuracy.
network material spanning the vitrified film,
which screens individual features. Neverthe-
less, the edges of the object captured in Fig.
2B reveal the same general structural ele-
ments evident in the smaller fragment pre-
sented in Fig. 2C. Decreasing the size of the
PEO block (i.e., from wPEO ! 0.42 to 0.39 to
0.34) increases the population of Y-junctions
to the point of network formation and phase
separation. We emphasize that a systematic
search of NPB ! 46 diblock copolymer solu-
tions between the B and C states (Fig. 1)
failed to uncover such phase behavior (18).
Increasing diblock copolymer molecular
weight has another notable consequence. The
equilibrium solubility in water drops expo-
nentially with the degree of polymerization,
resulting in extremely slow exchange dynam-
ics between individual micelles (19). Hence,
fragmentation of the network phase by stir-
ring or sonication produces a nonergodic dis-
persion of particles. Until buoyancy forces
compact and fuse these particles (smaller par-
ticles should survive longer under the action
of thermal motion), each is subject to a lo-
calized free-energy optimization.
We have exploited this property to pro-
duce small, isolated micelles in the 1 wt%
wPEO ! 0.34 aqueous solution by agitation.
Representative cryo-TEM images taken
from numerous examples are illustrated in
Fig. 3. These images tell us much about
the self-assembly characteristics of this
PB-PEO diblock copolymer. All of these
complex micelles (along with the network
fragments shown in Fig. 2, B and C) are
constructed from only three elements: Y-
junctions, spherical end caps, and cylindri-
cal loops. (One of the most distinguishable
differences between the wPEO ! 0.34 and
0.39 dispersions is the nearly complete lack
of linear cylinders in the former.) Y-junc-
tions can be found with three spherical caps
(Fig. 3A), two caps (Fig. 3, D, E, and H),
one cap (Fig. 3, B to D, F to H, J to L, and
N), and no caps (Fig. 3, I and M). With just
three exceptions (Fig. 3, F, K, and L), the
objects appear to be planar. (To some ex-
tent the planar appearance may be driven
by confinement within a thin-film geome-
try.) Y-junctions exhibit a tendency to pair,
and to coalesce into periodic arrays. This
tendency is evident in micelles containing
as few as 2 (Fig. 3, C and D) and as many
as 23 (Fig. 3N) junctions.
A striking feature shared by all the mi-
celles presented in Fig. 3 is a high degree of
(mirror) symmetry, with the most compel-
ling examples found in panels (A) to (D),
(I), and (M). We believe that this symmetry
reflects a tendency to balance the internal
free-energy through the redistribution of
diblock copolymer molecules within the
particle after micelle formation by frag-
mentation (or fusion) (20). Because the
local movement of PB-PEO molecules is
unhindered (the glass transition for the un-
entangled PB blocks is about –12°C) (21),
certain rearrangements of the tubular struc-
ture are feasible subject to the well-estab-
lished rules governing microphase separa-
tion of monodisperse block copolymers
(22). Optimization of the particle free- energy
will pit the overall surface tension (propor-
tional to the micelle surface area) against
chain stretching inside (PB) and outside
(PEO) the tubular structure (23). The unifor-
mity in core diameters (34 nm on the basis of
the cryo-TEM images) found within each
micelle and across all micelles is evidence
that these rules are operative. Accounting for
the recorded shapes and topologies should
prove a challenge to self-consistent field the-
orists working with block copolymers. Even
if we ignore “isomerizations” involving topo-
logical transitions (i.e., breaking or collaps-
ing loops) (24 ), Y-junctions can be created
by sprouting a spherical cap on a cylindrical
section with the required polymer drawn
from loop sections. The prevalence of spher-
ically capped Y-junctions in Fig. 2, B and C,
Fig. 2. Cryo-TEM images obtained from 1 wt% aqueous solutions of (A) wPEO ! 0.39 and (B and
C) wPEO! 0.34 PB-PEO diblock copolymers. The single-phase solution denoted CY in Fig. 1 (wPEO!
0.39) contains a dispersion of micelles constructed from linear and looped cylindrical segments,
Y-junctions, and spherical caps. Macroscopic phase separation at wPEO ! 0.34 is manifested in
large, dense network particles (B) containing a preponderance of loops and Y-junctions. A smaller
network fragment (C) provides a more detailed glimpse of the morphology associated with the
network phase. Bars (A to C), 200 nm.
Fig. 3. (A to N) Representa-
tive cryo-TEM images of net-
work phase fragments ob-
tained after agitating the
wPEO ! 0.34 solution. These
micelles are constructed from
three structural units: Y-junc-
tions, spherical caps, and cy-
lindrical loops. The high de-
gree of mirror symmetry is
speculated to derive from a
tendency to balance the local
free-energy through transport
of diblock copolymer mole-
cules within the reticulated
tubular structures.
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three exceptions (Fig. 3, F, K, and L), the
objects appear to be planar. (To some ex-
tent the planar appearance may be driven
by confinement within a thin-film geome-
try.) Y-junctions exhibit a tendency to pair,
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tendency is evident in micelles containing
as few as 2 (Fig. 3, C and D) and as many
as 23 (Fig. 3N) junctions.
A striking feature shared by all the mi-
celles presented in Fig. 3 is a high degree of
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ling examples found in panels (A) to (D),
(I), and (M). We believe that this symmetry
reflects a tendency to balance the internal
free-energy through the redistribution of
diblock copolymer molecules within the
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local movement of PB-PEO molecules is
unhindered (the glass transition for the un-
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will pit the overall surface tension (propor-
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(PEO) the tubular structure (23). The unifor-
mity in core diameters (34 nm on the basis of
the cryo-TEM images) found within each
micelle and across all micelles is evidence
that these rules are operative. Accounting for
the recorded shapes and topologies should
prove a challenge to self-consistent field the-
orists working with block copolymers. Even
if we ignore “isomerizations” involving topo-
logical transitions (i.e., breaking or collaps-
ing loops) (24 ), Y-junctions can be created
by sprouting a spherical cap on a cylindrical
section with the required polymer drawn
from loop sections. The prevalence of spher-
ically capped Y-junctions in Fig. 2, B and C,
Fig. 2. Cryo-TEM images obtained from 1 wt% aqueous solutions of (A) wPEO ! 0.39 and (B and
C) wPEO! 0.34 PB-PEO diblock copolymers. The single-phase solution denoted CY in Fig. 1 (wPEO!
0.39) contains a dispersion of micelles constructed from linear and looped cylindrical segments,
Y-junctions, and spherical caps. Macroscopic phase separation at wPEO ! 0.34 is manifested in
large, dense network particles (B) containing a preponderance of loops and Y-junctions. A smaller
network fragment (C) provides a more de ailed glim se of the morphology asso iated with the
network phase. Bars (A to C), 200 nm.
Fig. 3. (A to N) Representa-
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wPEO ! 0.34 solution. These
micelles are constructed from
three structural units: Y-junc-
tions, spherical caps, and cy-
lindrical loops. The high de-
gree of mirror symmetry is
speculated to derive from a
tendency to balance the local
free-energy through transport
of diblock copolymer mole-
cules within the reticulated
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The core dimensions of these micelles are ident ica l to
those determined for the nea t copolymer solu t ions (not
shown for brevity). However, premixed solut ions of OB9-
4/OB9-12 self-assemble in to long cylindr ica l micelles
with frequent ly placed Y-junct ions a long with a few
spher ica l micelles, an in termedia te morphology tha t is
roughly consisten t with the single-component behavior
a t a comparable average composit ion 〈wPEO〉 ) 0.52 (see
Figure 2). Also, a cylinder diameter of about 34 nm is
vir tua lly ident ica l to the monomodal va lue, which is
consisten t with the fact tha t these two diblock copoly-
mers share a common parent core block.
These resu lt s illust ra te three impor tan t blending
var iables: the method of blending, the average core
molecular weight of the blend, and the average composi-
t ion of the blend. In the following sect ion , we rest r ict
our a t ten t ion to premixed blends in assessing the
morphology diagram in greater deta il. These results are
presen ted in two groups: mixtures near the network
condit ion (wPEO*) and those not near wPEO*.
Blends ou ts ide w PEO*. In Figure 6 we present cryo-
TEM micrographs obta ined from three premixed blends
of OB9-4/OB9-12 a t differen t mixing ra t ios. Nea t dis-
persions of OB9-4 and OB9-12 form network7 and
spher ica l micelles, respect ively. An equimolar mixture
of these diblock copolymers self-assembles in to shor t
cylindr ica l micelles tha t coexist with spher ica l micelles
(F igure 6A), qua lita t ively mimicking the in termedia te
morphology ident ified in Figure 2 between the const itu-
en t diblock copolymers. Increasing the OB9-4 conten t
(2:1, F igure 6B) resu lt s in a decrease in the fract ion of
mater ia l tha t forms spher ica l micelles and the develop-
Figure 4. Cryo-TEM images obtained from postmixed (A) and
premixed (B) samples of the OB9-1/OB1-3 blend. This com-
par ison illust ra tes the nonergodic nature of polymeric micelles
formed from diblock copolymers with differen t molecula r
weights. The small and large micelles in (A) fa iled to mix after
severa l months.
Table 3. Mice llar Dimensions of Various Morphologie s
morphology M ncore (g/mol)a d (nm)b
spheres 2500 ( 40 18.4 ( 2.6
9200 ( 200 46.3 ( 7.0
5850 ( 204 38.8 ( 10.2
cylinders 2500 ( 40 14.3 ( 1.6
9200 ( 200 34.2 ( 2.0
5850 ( 204 25.4 ( 3.3
bilayers 2500 ( 40 8.7 ( 1.2
9200 ( 200 21.4 ( 1.9
5850 ( 204 15.8 ( 2.8
a Error in core molecular weight is obtained from gel permeat ion
chromatography (equipped with ligh t sca t ter ing device) ana lysis.
b Micella r dimension , d , for sphere and cylinder is the diameter
and for bilayer is the wall th ickness.
Figure 5. Cryo-TEM images from postmixed (A) and pre-
mixed (B) samples of OB9-4/OB9-12 (2:1) blend illust ra t ing
nonergodicity of polymer ic micelles with ident ica l core molec-
u la r weight polymers.
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examples throughout th is paper and elsewhere;39 how-
ever , none are as conspicuous as those depicted in th is
blend. These beadlike deformat ions occur with a char -
acter ist ic per iodicity, which appears to be damped in
the long central port ions of the cylinders. Short cylinders
with one and two beads can be seen in Figure 8A (shor t
and long ar row, respect ively). Cylinders with one, two,
and three undula t ions are marked in Figure 8A. Figure
8B show branched por t ions of a cylindr ica l micelle with
quant ized undula t ions apparen t ly dicta t ing the arm
lengths. Mult iple undula t ing branches in Figure 8C
highligh t the loca liza t ion of such fea tures near the
junct ions and ends. These aggrega tes are stable, as
hea t ing the sample to 50 °C for a few days did not
produce any not iceable change in the assembled mor-
phologies. A compar ison of OB9-1/OB1-3 shown in
Figure 4B and OB9-1/OB1-5 presented in Figure 8
shows a t ransit ion from main ly spher ica l micelles to
mainly cylindr ical micelles over a very narrow composi-
t ion range.
Blends around w PEO*. Recen t ly, we discovered
network format ion in aqueous dispersions of OB9-4
(wPEO ) 0.34 and N PB ) 170) (see Figure 9A). As a par t
of the present study, we at tempted to mimic th is
network st ructure by blending OB9 diblock copolymers
with grea ter (wPEO > 0.34) and lesser (wPEO < 0.34)
composit ions. For example, we blended equimolar mix-
tures of OB9-1 and OB9-6, resu lt ing in an average
composit ion of 〈wPEO ) 0.34〉, ident ica l to OB9-4. To our
surpr ise th is premixed blend self-assembles in to a
potpourr i of delica te looking objects with bilayer , cylin-
dr ica l, and complex junct ion st ructura l elements, fre-
quent ly mixed with in individua l moiet ies. These un-
usual st ructures are evident in all the cryo-TEM images
taken from this mixture; F igure 9C displays many of
the prevalent fea tures. Perhaps the most st r iking is the
octopus (or jelly fish)-like icelles, which are c mposed
of a fla t bilayer with prot ruding cylindr ica l micelles
along the edges. These octopus-like ent it ies are common,
a lthough they ccur with a var iable n mber of cylindr i-
ca l a rms. Severa l examples are shown in Figure 10
conta i ing 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 14 arms a t tached to
the fla t cen t ra l por t ion . In a ll these octopus-like ag-
grega tes the cylindr ica l a rms are sym et r ica lly dis-
t r ibu ted a long the circumference of the cent ra l fla t
bilayer as is evident in Figures 9C and 10. Occa ionally,
these bjects appear to be folded on a side with the
cylindr ica l a rms pr t ru ing from a hemispher ica l bi-
l y r cap. Obviously, the confinement crea ted by the
Figure 8. Cryo-TEM images from mixture OB9-1/OB1-5
depict ing undula t ions and distended spher ica l end caps on
wormlike cylindr ical micelles. Short cylinders with an undula-
t ion (shor t a r row) and two undula t ions (long ar row) and
cylinder ends with one, two, and three beads are marked
cor respondingly in (A). Panels B and C show branching with
quant ized undula t ions fixing the segment length between
junct ions. Two types of hyperbolic (saddle) surfaces character-
ize these morphologies (see Figure 13).
Figure 9. Cryo-TEM micrographs from three dispersions with ident ica l co posit ions, 〈w PEO ) 0.34〉; the molecula r weight
dist r ibu t ion broadens from A to B to C. (A) A network fragment fro OB9-4, a single component dispersion . This picture is
reproduced from ref 7. (B) Blend OB9-11/OB9-15. A bimodal dist r ibut ion of component composit ions (w PEO ) 0.39 and 0.30) breaks
the network. (C) A broader dist r ibt ion (w PEO ) 0.24 and 0.42, OB9-6/OB9-1 produces a var iety of orphologies including vesicles,
wormlike micelles, and a new type of hybr id par t icle refer red to as an octopus. Two of these obj ct s, compr is d of cylindr ica l a rms
radia t ing from a single bilayer , a re evident in th is image, one with 11 and one with 4 arms.
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Figure 18: (top-row) Approximate equilibrium states computed from super-critical benchmark initial data
and parameters except for values of η2 taken as 2.55ε, 2.6ε, 2.65ε, 2.8ε, 2.85ε (left-to-right). Final times are
T = 5K, 50K, 100K, 50K, 3K respectively. (bottom-row) Experimental comparisons showing (left-to-right)
bubbles, bubbles with endcaps, bubbles and branched endcaps, long-branched filaments with endcaps, and
double-sh eted bubbl s (bubble inside of bubble). Figures 3I and 3N from [22], reprinted with Permission
from the AAAS. Figures 5A, 5B, and 9C, Reprinted (adapted) with permission f om [23]. Copyright (2004)
American Chemical Society.
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